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Schroder ISF* Global Cities Real Estate aims to 
provide long-term income and capital growth  
by investing in companies that own the best  
real estate in “Global Cities”.

What are Global Cities?
Global Cities are places where people want to live, work and play.  
They are international hubs for business and culture, characterised by strong 
infrastructure, diverse economies, a skilled labour force, and high quality of life. 
As a result, these cities are home to the most in-demand real estate, translating 
into higher rents and values, the bedrock of real estate investing.

Why are Global Cities important?
Urbanisation is a powerful multi-decade theme. It's expected that by 2050, 
nearly 70% of the world's population (compared to 55% today) will reside  
in urban areas. So knowing which cities stand to benefit from this demographic 
shift means investors can target the right opportunities. Investing in real estate 
within these cities gives exposure to a diverse range of sectors (from data 
centres, self-storage and manufactured homes to conventional areas such  
as offices, retail and industrial) and access to economies that are expected  
to outperform national averages.

Highlights
A low correlation to other  
asset classes 

Real estate has the capacity to deliver 
long-term attractive returns and 
displays a low correlation to other 
asset classes, which makes it a valuable 
diversifier for a balanced portfolio.

The liquidity of a mutual fund

The strategy offers global, immediate 
real estate exposure with the liquidity 
of a mutual fund and lower transaction 
costs compared to investing directly 
into physical real estate assets.

Stronger pricing power

Access to real estate in the  
world’s leading cities where supply  
is constrained, giving strong  
pricing power.

Inflation protection

Inflation protection through dividend 
yields: rents offer reversionary 
potential as well as commonly  
rising in line with inflation.

Strategic Capabilities
Alpha Equity

Targeting higher  
active equity 

Liquid Alternatives 

Diversifying beyond 
traditional asset classes

Private Assets 

Accessing specialist 
investment opportunities

Sustainability 

Sustainably delivering  
long-term value in a  
fast-changing world

Learn more at schroders.com/en/
il/professional-investor/strategic-
capabilities/

Accreditation

Source: Schroders, September 2019, see disclaimer 
for explanation or visit www.schroders.lu/
sustainabilityaccreditation

SCHRODERS SUSTAINABILITY ACCREDITATION

*  Schroder International Selection Fund is referred to as Schroder ISF throughout this document.



To learn more, visit:

www.schroders.com/en/il/ 
professional-investor/global-
transformation/global-cities

Investment process
Using data to identify opportunities

We analyse approximately six million 
data points to identify companies that 
own the most economically productive 
assets across the strongest global 
cities. Our scoring system uses:

 Ȃ Company city score: aggregate 
score of all the assets owned by  
a company, dependent on which  
city those assets are in

 Ȃ Transport infrastructure score (TIS): 
proximity to a transport node and 
the usage level of the transport 
node itself

Investing throughout the market cycle

We analyse each company to identify 
the pillars of a solid investment: 
rental growth, low leverage and good 
management. This means that through 
the cycle, the companies we favour 
should continue to grow revenues and 
provide strong shareholder returns.

Looking for higher quality companies

We have a strong emphasis on 
companies which will benefit from 
the structural drivers of growth; 
urbanisation, owning unique real estate, 
technology and demographics. We 
believe that higher quality companies 
continue to offer long-term upside due 
to their exposure to these drivers as well 
as the global mega trends which we see 
appearing around the world.

Investment process diagram
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Stage 1: Quantitative analysis
We utilise over six million data points to 
narrow down our investment universe to 120 
companies with the most valuable real estate.

Stage 2: Risk and valuation analysis
We evaluate the corporate strength (ESG, balance sheet and 
liquidity) of a company and the valuation to decide what to invest 
in, and its weight within the portfolio.

Source: Schroders.

Key information

ISIN code LU0224508324

Bloomberg code SCHGPSA:LX

Fund launch date 31 October 2005

Fund base currency USD
All information in the table above is for the A Accumulation 
share class, for further share class information please see  
the prospectus.

Schroders’ awards

Source: Investment Europe Fund Manager of the  
Year Awards. Fitch Ratings, as at 6 August 2019.



Risk Considerations
 Ȃ The capital is not guaranteed

 Ȃ Investments denominated in a currency other than 
that of the share-class may not be hedged. The market 
movements between those currencies will impact the 
share-class

 Ȃ Investments in small companies can be difficult to 
sell quickly which may affect the value of the fund 
and, in extreme market conditions, its ability to meet 
redemption requests upon demand

 Ȃ The fund will not hedge its market risk in a down cycle. 
The value of the fund will move similarly to the markets

 Ȃ Changes in China’s political, legal, economic or tax 
policies could cause losses or higher costs for the fund

 
Important information
Note regarding the Marketing material for Qualified Clients 
or Sophisticated Investors only. This communication 
has been prepared by certain personnel of Schroder 
Investment Management (Europe) S.A (Registered No. B 
37.799) or its subsidiaries or affiliates (collectively, "SIM"). 
Such personnel are not licensed by the Israeli Securities 
Authority. Such personnel may provide investment 
marketing, to the extent permitted and in accordance with 
the Regulation of Investment Advice, Investment Marketing 
and Investment Portfolio Management Law, 1995 (the 
"Investment Advice Law"). This communication is directed 
at persons (i) who are Sophisticated Investors (ii) Qualified 
Clients ("Lakoach Kashir") as such term is defined in the 
Investment Advice Law; and (iii) other persons to whom it 
may otherwise lawfully be communicated. No other person 
should act on the contents or access the products or 
transactions discussed in this communication. In particular, 
this communication is not intended for retail clients and 
SIM will not make such products or transactions available 
to retail clients.

This document does not constitute an offer to anyone, or a 
solicitation by anyone, to subscribe for shares of Schroder 
International Selection Fund (the “Company”). Nothing 
in this document should be construed as advice and is 
therefore not a recommendation to buy or sell shares.

Subscriptions for shares of the Company can only be 
made on the basis of its latest Key Investor Information 
Document and prospectus, together with the latest audited 
annual report (and subsequent unaudited semi-annual 
report, if published), copies of which can be obtained, 
free of charge, from Schroder Investment Management 
(Europe) S.A.

An investment in the Company entails risks, which are fully 
described in the prospectus.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future 
results, prices of shares and the income from them may 
fall as well as rise and investors may not get the amount 
originally invested.

Schroders has expressed its own views and opinions in this 
document and these may change.

Schroders will be a data controller in respect of your 
personal data. For information on how Schroders might 
process your personal data, please view our Privacy Policy 
available at www.schroders.com/en/privacy-policy or on 
request should you not have access to this webpage.

This document is issued by Schroder Investment 
Management (Europe) S.A., 5, rue Höhenhof, L-1736 
Senningerberg, Luxembourg. Registered No. B 37.799. For 
your security, communications may be taped or monitored. 

Schroders Sustainability Accreditation: Our Schroders 
Sustainability Accreditation helps investors distinguish  
how ESG factors are considered across our products.  
The fund has been awarded an Integrated accreditation. 
ESG factors are embedded into the investment process  
and can be clearly evidenced.  There is a strong 
commitment to stewardship and company engagement. 
For further information about our Schroders 
Sustainability Accreditation please visit www.schroders.lu/
sustainabilityaccreditation. CS1750
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